SDI matters!
Did you know that qualitatively, SDI is proportional to particulates and junk going through your membrane elements. A less efficient system costs you money. In 15 Minutes:

- SDI=6: 270 grams
- SDI=5: 90 grams
- SDI=4: 60 grams
- SDI=3: 30 grams
- SDI=2: 15 grams
- SDI=1: 7 grams

ELSEVIER, 259-262
(Kremen, Tanner etal)

Save Money with ROsave

- SDI=2: Pressure Drop +50% Clean 12 month
- SDI=3: Pressure Drop +50% Clean 6 month
- SDI=4: Pressure Drop +50% Clean 3 months
- SDI=5: Pressure Drop +50% Clean 1.5 months
- SDI=6: Pressure Drop +50% Clean 0.5 months

~20 Times increase in junk
~50 Times increase in CIP

Patented GE technology on depth filtration media engineered specifically for highest degree of protection. This product offers low-pressure drop, high particle/dirt capacity which combines to deliver long life and the optimum protection of high performance membrane elements.